ANAGRAM QUIZ 9

ANIL
Perth, Australia

1. boho — 2. emit top anger (8 4)
3. enrol
4. allied and all I dance (9)
5. undead
6. I leg snap, I leg span. (8)
7. dice cant
8. excitation lamp on! (11 5)
9. a bit race
10. OD mode: “Dodo me.” (6)
11. if a not true
12. sun-it art; “I stun” art (8)
13. if I redo ’m
14. “Tends true under test.” (9)
15. C’mon, use!
16. We gird a siren lure. (7 5/4)
17. Legs find leg. —
18. score, in true cores uniter (11)
19. Pen pro-ratio.
21. lad’s co-teens
22. Care tin’s ants icer. Tiers can? (8)
23. fling (I rock!) —
24. Chart size, race, hair, crazes, etc. (13)
25. can’t “if” (2 4)
26. Gape sack, peg a cask as cap keg. (8)
27. “fartware” (4 4)
28. gunsters in reign-stuns, ruing nests (10)
29. self-career’n (11)
30. core sure or secure recourse re source (8)
33. “greats”-stuck (5|6)
34. wet, bare, rad and drab draw eaten (5 3 5)
35. acts tied at edicts (8)
36. a piecer: pea + rice + caper (ie, + care) = pie (1 6)